Abstract. We present a new way to make Ising machines, i.e., using networks of coupled self-sustaining nonlinear oscillators. Our scheme is theoretically rooted in a novel result that establishes that the phase dynamics of coupled oscillator systems, under the influence of subharmonic injection locking, are governed by a Lyapunov function that is closely related to the Ising Hamiltonian of the coupling graph. As a result, the dynamics of such oscillator networks evolve naturally to local minima of the Lyapunov function. Two simple additional steps (i.e., adding noise, and turning sub-harmonic locking on and off smoothly) enable the network to find excellent solutions of Ising problems. We demonstrate our method on Ising versions of the MAX-CUT and graph colouring problems, showing that it improves on previously published results on several problems in the G benchmark set. Our scheme, which is amenable to realisation using many kinds of oscillators from different physical domains, is particularly well suited for CMOS IC implementation, offering significant practical advantages over previous techniques for making Ising machines. We present working hardware prototypes using CMOS electronic oscillators.
Introduction
The Ising model [1, 2] takes any weighted graph and uses it to define a scalar function called the Ising Hamiltonian. Each vertex in the graph is associated with a spin, i.e., a binary variable taking values ±1. The Ising problem is to find an assignment of spins that minimises the Ising Hamiltonian (which depends on the spins and on the graph's weights). Solving the Ising problem in general has been shown to be very difficult [3] , but devices that can solve it quickly using specialised hardware have been proposed in recent years [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Such Ising machines have attracted much interest because many classically difficult combinatorial optimisation problems (including all 21 of Karp's well-known list of NP-complete problems [10] ) can be mapped to Ising problems [11] . Hence, as Moore's Law nears its limits, Ising machines offer promise as a novel alternative paradigm for solving difficult computational problems effectively. We present a new and attractive means for realising Ising machines, i.e., using networks of coupled, self-sustaining nonlinear oscillators. We first establish a key theoretical result that relates the (continuous) phase dynamics of an oscillator network with the (discrete/combinatorial) Ising Hamiltonian of the graph representing the oscillator couplings. We then build on this result to develop practical oscillator-based Ising machines and demonstrate effectiveness by solving the NP-complete MAX-CUT and graph colouring combinatorial optimisation problems [12, 13] . We present working hardware prototypes of our oscillator based Ising machines. We first show that the phase dynamics of any network of coupled, self-sustaining, amplitude-stable oscillators can be abstracted using the Generalised Adler model [14, 15] , a generalisation of the well-known Kuramoto model [16] [17] [18] . The model's phase dynamics are governed by an associated Lyapunov function, i.e., a scalar function of the oscillators' phases that is always non-increasing and settles to stable local minima as phase dynamics evolve. If each oscillator's phase settles to either 0 or π (radians) and these values are associated with spins of ±1, we show that this Lyapunov function is essentially identical to the Ising Hamiltonian of the oscillator network's connectivity graph. In general, however, oscillator phases do not settle to the discrete values 0/π, but span a continuum of values instead. In order to binarise oscillator phases (i.e., get them to settle to values near 0/π), we inject each oscillator with a second harmonic signal (dubbed SYNC) that induces sub-harmonic injection locking (SHIL), which makes the phase of each oscillator settle to a value near either 0 or π [14, 19] . We devise a new Lyapunov function that governs the network's dynamics with SHIL; this Lyapunov function is also essentially identically to the Ising Hamiltonian at phase values of 0/π. Thus we show that when SHIL binarisation is applied, coupled oscillator network dynamics settle naturally to local minima of a continuised version of the associated Ising Hamiltonian. To evolve the system out of local minima towards the global minimum, we show that a simple scheme, in which the binarising second-harmonic SYNC signal's amplitude is ramped up and down and judicious amounts of noise added, works well. We present simulation results on a standard MAX-CUT benchmark set of 54 large problems, demonstrating not only that it finds the best-known previous results in many cases, but finds better results than seem to have been previously published for 17 of the 54 problems. We also demonstrate our method on the graph-colouring problem and present small (up to 32 CMOS oscillators) prototypes built on breadboard that function perfectly, testifying to the ease with which practical hardware implementations can be built. Our scheme is different from previous Ising machine approaches, which are of 3 types (see Sec. 2): 1) a fiber-optic laser-based scheme known as the Coherent Ising Machine [4] [5] [6] , 2) the D-WAVE quantum Ising machine [7, 8] and 3) CMOS hardware accelerated simulated annealing chips for solving Ising problems [9, [20] [21] [22] . Unlike CIM and D-WAVE, which are large, expensive and ill-suited to low-cost mass production, our approach is a purely classical scheme that does not rely on quantum phenomena or novel nano-devices. Indeed, it can be implemented using conventional CMOS electronics, which has many advantages: scalability/miniaturisability (i.e., very large numbers of spins in a physically small system), well-established design processes and tools that essentially guarantee first-time working hardware, very low power operation, seamless integration with control and I/O logic, easy programmability via standard interfaces like USB, and low cost mass production. CMOS implementations of our scheme also allow complete flexibility in introducing controlled noise and programming SYNC ramping schedules. Furthermore, implementing oscillator coupling by physical connectivity makes our scheme inherently parallel, unlike CIM, where coupling is implemented via FPGA-based digital computation and is inherently serial. The advantages of CMOS also apply, of course, to hardware simulated annealing engines [9, [20] [21] [22] , but our scheme has additional attractive features. One key advantage relates to variability, a significant problem in nanoscale CMOS. For oscillator networks, device-and circuit-level variability impacts the system by causing a spread in the natural frequencies of the oscillators. Unlike other schemes, where performance deteriorates due to variability [9] , we can essentially eliminate variability by means of simple VCO-based calibration to bring all the oscillators to the same frequency. 1 Another key potential advantage stems from the continuous/analog nature of our scheme (as opposed to purely digital simulated annealing schemes). Computational experiments indicate that the time our scheme takes to find good solutions of the Ising problem grows only very slowly with respect to the number of spins. This is a significant potential advantage over simulated annealing schemes [20] as hardware sizes scale up to large numbers of spins. Note that we can use virtually any type of nonlinear oscillator (not just CMOS) to implement our scheme, including optical, MEMS, biochemical, spin torque device based, etc., oscillators; however, CMOS seems the easiest and most advantageous implementation route at present, given the current state of technology. In the remainder of this paper, we first provide a brief summary of the Ising problem and existing Ising machine schemes in Sec. 2. We then present our oscillator-based Ising machine scheme (dubbed OIM, for Oscillator Ising Machine) in Sec. 3, explaining the theory that enables it to work. Then in Sec. 4, we present both computational and hardware examples showing the effectiveness of our scheme for solving several combinatorial optimisation problems.
The Ising problem and existing Ising machine approaches
The Ising model is named after the German physicist Ernest Ising. It was first studied in the 1920s as a mathematical model for explaining domain formation in ferromagnets [1] . It comprises a group of discrete variables {s i }, aka spins, each taking a binary value ±1, such that an associated "energy function", known as the Ising Hamiltonian, is minimised:
where n is the number of spins; {J i j } and {h i } 2 are real coefficients.
The Ising model is often simplified by dropping the {h i } terms. Under this simplification, the Ising Hamiltonian becomes
What makes the Ising model particularly interesting is that many hard optimisation problems can be shown to be equivalent to it [23] . In fact, all of Karp's 21 NP-complete problems can be mapped to it by assigning appropriate values to the coefficients [11] . Physical systems that can directly minimise the Ising Hamiltonian, namely Ising machines, thus become very attractive for outperforming conventional algorithms run on CPUs for these problems. Several schemes have been proposed recently for realising Ising machines in hardware. One wellknown example is from D-Wave Systems [7, 8] . Their quantum Ising machines use superconducting loops as spins and connect them using Josephson junction devices [24] . As the machines require a temperature below 80mK (−273.07 • C) to operate [7] , they all have a large footprint to accommodate the necessary cooling system. While many question their advantages over simulated annealing run on classical computers [25] , proponents believe that through a mechanism known as quantum tunnelling, they can offer large speedups on problems with certain energy landscapes [26] .
Other proposals use novel non-quantum devices as Ising spins instead, so that the machines can function at room temperature. Most notable among them is a scheme based on lasers and kilometre long optical fibres [4] [5] [6] . The Ising spins are represented using time-multiplexed optical parametric oscillators (OPOs), which are laser pulses travelling on the same fibre. The coupling between these pulses is implemented digitally by measurement and feedback using an FPGA. While these machines can potentially be more compact than D-Wave's machines, it is unclear how they can be miniaturised and integrated due to the use of long fibres. Recent studies have also proposed the use of several novel nanodevices as Ising spins, including MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems) resonators [27] and nanomagnets from Spintronics [28] . Physical realisation of these machines still awaits future development of these emerging device technologies. Another broad direction is to build Ising model emulators using digital circuits. A recent implementation [9] uses CMOS SRAM cells as spins, and couples them using digital logic gates. The authors point out, however, that "the efficacy in achieving a global energy minimum is limited" [9] due to variability. The speed-up and accuracy reported by [9] are instead based on deterministic on-chip computation paired with an external random number generator -a digital hardware implementation of the simulated annealing algorithm. More recently, similar digital accelerators have also been tried on FPGAs [29] . These implementations are not directly comparable to the other Ising machine implementations discussed above, which attempt to use interesting intrinsic physics to minimise the Ising Hamiltonian for achieving large speedups.
Oscillator-based Ising Machines
In this section, we show that a network of coupled self-sustaining oscillators can function as an Ising machine. To do so, we first study the response of a single oscillator under injection locking in Sec. 3.1. Specifically, we examine the way the oscillator's phase locks to that of the external input. While regular injection locking typically aligns the oscillator's phase with the input, as illustrated in Figure 1 (a) and (b), a variant -subharmonic injection locking (SHIL) -can make the oscillator develop multiple stable phase-locked states (Figure 1 (c) and (d)). As we show in Sec. 3.1, these phenomena can be predicted accurately using the Gen-Adler equation [15] . 
where φ (t) and φ in are the phases of the oscillator and the perturbation. 3 c(.) is a 2π-periodic function derived based on an intrinsic quantity of the oscillator, known as the Phase Response Curve (PRC) [30] or the Perturbation Projection Vector (PPV) [31] . A detailed derivation of Gen-Adler from the low-level differential equations of an oscillator and its PPV is provided in Appendix A.. The Gen-Adler equation governs the dynamics of the oscillator's phase under periodic inputs; its equilibrium states can be used to accurately predict the injection-locked states of the oscillator. The equilibrium Gen-Adler equation can be derived by rearranging (3):
The Left Hand Side (LHS) of (4) is a constant representing the frequency detuning of the oscillator from the input; the Right Hand Side (RHS) is a periodic function of φ * whose magnitude depends on both the PPV of the oscillator and the strength of the input [15] . By plotting both terms and looking for intersections, one can easily predict whether injection locking will occur, and if it does, what the locked phase of the oscillator will be. As mentioned in Sec. 1, SHIL can occur when the external input is about twice as fast as the oscillator. When the input is at frequency 2ω 1 , it can be shown that the corresponding c(.) becomes a π-periodic function [14, 32] ; a typical example is given in Figure 2 (b), where c(.) takes the shape of − sin(2φ ). In this case, two of the four LHS-RHS intersections represent stable phase-locked states; it can be shown that they are separated by a phase difference of 180 • [14] . Gen-Adler is a powerful technique for predicting and understanding injection locking in oscillators and constitutes an important foundation for the analyses that follow.
Global Lyapunov function
For an oscillator in a coupled oscillator network, its external perturbations come from the other oscillators that are connected to it. Its Gen-Adler equation can be written as
where {φ i } represents the phases of n oscillators; ω i is the frequency of the oscillator whereas ω * is the central frequency of the network. c i j (.) is a 2π-periodic function for the coupling between oscillators i and j.
To simplify exposition, we now assume that the c i j functions are sinusoidal, although in Appendix A., we show that this does not have to be the case for the analysis to hold true. 4 We further assume zero spread in the natural frequencies of oscillators, i.e., ω i ≡ ω * , and discuss the effect of frequency variability later in Sec. 3.4. With these simplifications, (5) can be written as
Here, we are using the coefficients {J i j } 5 from the Ising model (1) to set the connectivity of the network, i.e., the coupling strength between oscillators i and j is proportional to J i j . The parameter K modulates the overall coupling strength of the network.
There is a global Lyapunov function associated with (6) [33] :
where
Being a global Lyapunov function, it is an objective function the coupled oscillator system always tends to minimise as it evolves over time [34] .
If we look at the values of this continuous function E( φ (t)) at some discrete points, we notice that it shares some similarities with the Ising Hamiltonian. At points where every φ i is equal to either 0 or π, 6 if we map φ i = 0 to s i = +1 and φ i = π to s i = −1, we have
If we choose K = 1/2, the global Lyapunov function in (7) exactly matches the Ising Hamiltonian in (2) at these discrete points. But this does not mean that coupled oscillators are naturally minimising the Ising Hamiltonian, as there is no guarantee at all that the phases {φ i (t)} are settling to these discrete points. In fact, networks with more than two oscillators almost always synchronise with analog phases, i.e., {φ i (t)} commonly settle to continuous values spread out in the phase domain as opposed to converging towards 0 and π. As an example, Figure 3 (a) shows the phase responses of 20 oscillators connected in a random graph. As phases do not settle to the discrete points discussed above, the Lyapunov function they minimise becomes irrelevant to the Ising Hamiltonian, rendering the system ineffective for solving Ising problems. While one may think that the analog phases can still serve as solutions when rounded to the nearest discrete points, experiments in Sec. 4.2 show that the quality of these solutions is very poor compared with our scheme of Ising machines proposed in this paper. 
Network of coupled oscillators under SHIL and its global Lyapunov function
In our scheme, a common SYNC signal at 2ω * is injected to every oscillator in the network. Through the mechanism of SHIL, the oscillator phases are binarised. The example shown in Figure 3 (b) confirms that this is indeed the case: under SHIL, the phases of 20 oscillators connected in the same random graph now settle very close to discrete points. To write the model for such a system, we recall from Sec. 3.1 that a 2ω * perturbation introduces a π-periodic coupling term (e.g., sin(2φ )) in the phase dynamics. Therefore, here we can directly write the model as follows and show its derivation in Appendix A..
where K s represents the strength of coupling from SYNC. Remarkably, there is a global Lyapunov function for this new type of coupled oscillator system. It can be written as
Now, we show that E in (10) is indeed a global Lyapunov function. To do so, we first differentiate E with respect to φ . We observe that the first component of E is the sum of (n 2 − n) number of cos() terms. Among them, for any given index k, variable φ k appears a total of 2 · (n − 1) times. It appears (n − 1) times as the subtrahend inside cos(): these (n − 1) terms are J kl · cos(φ k (t) − φ l (t)), where l = 1, · · · , n and l = k. For the other (n − 1) times, it appears as the minuend inside cos(): in
Therefore,
Thus, we have proved that (10) is indeed a global Lyapunov function the coupled oscillators under SHIL naturally minimise over time. A similar but more detailed proof for the general case where we do not assume sinusoidal coupling functions is given in Appendix C.. At the discrete points (phase values of 0/π), because cos(2φ i ) ≡ 1, (10) reduces to
where n · K s is a constant. By choosing K = 1/2, we can then make (17) equivalent to the Ising Hamiltonian in (2) with a constant offset. Note that the introduction of SYNC does not change the relative E levels between the discrete points, but modifies them by the same amount. However, with SYNC, all phases can be forced to eventually take values near either 0 or π -the system now tries to reach a binary state that minimises the Ising Hamiltonian, thus functioning as an Ising machine. We emphasise that this is not equivalent to running the system without SHIL and then rounding the analog phase solutions to discrete values as a post-processing step. Instead, the introduction of SHIL modifies the energy landscape of E, changes the dynamics of the coupled oscillator system, and as we show in Sec. 4 , results in greatly improved minimisation of the Ising Hamiltonian. It is worth noting, also, that the Lyapunov function in (10) will, in general, have many local minima and there is no guarantee the oscillator-based Ising machine will settle at or near any global optimal state. However, as we show in Appendix B., when judicious amounts of noise are introduced via a noise level parameter K n , it becomes more likely to settle to lower minima. Indeed, the several parameters in the Ising machine -K, K s and K n -all play an important role in its operation and should be given suitable values. Furthermore, K, K s , K n can also be time varying, creating various "annealing schedules". As we show in Sec. 4, this feature gives us considerable flexibility in operating oscillator-based Ising machines for good performance.
Coupled oscillator networks with frequency variations
A major obstacle to practical implementation of large-scale Ising machines is variability. While few analyses exist for assessing the effects of variability for previous Ising machine technologies (Sec. 2), the effect of variability on our oscillator-based Ising machine scheme is easy to analyze, predicting that performance degrades gracefully. One very attractive feature of oscillators is that variability, regardless of the nature and number of elemental physical sources, eventually manifests itself essentially in only one parameter, namely the oscillator's natural frequency. As a result, the effect of variability in an oscillator network is that there is a spread in the natural frequencies of the oscillators. Taking this into consideration, our model can be revised as
As it turns out, there is also a global Lyapunov function associated with this system.
This can be proven as follows.
Note that (19) differs from (10) only by a weighted sum of φ i -it represents essentially the same energy landscape but tilted linearly with the optimisation variables. While it can still change the locations and values of the solutions, its effects are easy to analyse given a specific combinatorial optimisation problem. Also, as the coupling coefficient K gets larger, the effect of variability can be reduced. Small amounts of variability merely perturb the locations of minima a little, i.e., the overall performance of the Ising machine remains essentially unaffected. Very large amounts of variability can, of course, eliminate minima that would exist if there were no variability. However, another great advantage of using oscillators is that even in the presence of large variability, the frequency oscillators can be calibrated (e.g., using a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) scheme) prior to each run of the machine. As a result, the spread in frequencies can be essentially eliminated in a practical and easy-to-implement way.
Examples
In this section, we demonstrate the feasibility and efficacy of our oscillator-based Ising machine scheme by applying it to several MAX-CUT examples and a graph-colouring problem.
Small MAX-CUT Problems
Given an undirected graph, the MAX-CUT problem [12, 35] asks us to find a subset of vertices such that the total weights of the cut set between this subset and the remaining vertices are maximised.
As an example, Figure 4 shows a size-8 cubic graph, where each vertex is connected to three others -neighbours on both sides and the opposing vertex. As shown in Figure 4 , dividing the 8 vertices randomly yields a cut size of 5; grouping even and odd vertices, which one may think is the best strategy, results in a cut size of 8; the maximum cut is actually 10, with one of the solutions shown in the illustration. Changing the edge weights to non-unit values can change the maximum cut and also make the solution look less regular, often making the problem more difficult to solve. While the problem may not seem challenging at size 8, it quickly becomes intractable as the size of the graph grows. In fact, MAX-CUT is one of Karp's 21 NP-complete problems [10] . The MAX-CUT problem has a direct mapping to the Ising model [10] , by choosing J i j to be the opposite of the weight of the edge between vertices i and j, i.e., J i j = −w i j . To explain this mapping scheme, we can divide the vertices into two sets -V 1 and V 2 . Accordingly, all the edges in the graph are separated into three groups -those that connect vertices within V 1 , those within V 2 , and the cut set containing edges across V 1 and V 2 . The sums of the weights in these three sets are denoted by S 1 , S 2 and S cut . Together, they constitute the total edge weights of the graph, which is also the negation of the sum of all the J i j s:
We 
Therefore, when the Ising Hamiltonian is minimised, the cut size is maximised.
To show that an oscillator-based Ising machine can indeed be used to solve MAX-CUT problems, we simulated the Kuramoto model in (9) while making the J i j s represent the unit-weight cubic graph in Figure 4 . The magnitude of SYNC is fixed at K s = 3, while we ramp up the coupling strength K from 0 to 5. Results from the deterministic model (K n = 0) and the stochastic model (K n = 0.1) are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively. In the simulations, oscillators started with random phases between 0 and π; after a while, they all settled to one of the two phase-locked states separated by π. These two groups of oscillators represent the two subsets of vertices in the solution. The results for the 8 spins shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 are {+1, −1, +1, −1, −1, +1, −1, +1} and {−1, +1, +1, −1, +1, −1, −1, +1} respectively; both are global optimal solutions. A minimal code for reproducing these results is show in Appendix D. Note that these are simulations on stochastic differential equations with random initial conditions. Every run will return different waveforms; there is no guarantee that the global optimum will be reached on every run. We have also directly simulated coupled oscillators at the SPICE level to confirm the results obtained on phase macromodels. Such simulations are at a lower lever than phase macromodels and are less efficient. But they are closer to physical reality and are useful for circuit design. In the simulations, 8 cross-coupled LC oscillators are tuned to a frequency of 5MHz. They are coupled through resistors, with conductances proportional to the coupling coefficients; in this case, we use J i j · 1/100kΩ . Results from transient simulation using ngspice-28 are shown in Figure 7 . The 8 os-cillators' phases settle into the two groups {1,4,6,7} and {2,3,5,8}, representing one of the optimal solutions for the MAX-CUT problem. They synchronise within 20µs after oscillation starts, which is about 100 cycles. We have tried this computational experiment with different random initial conditions; like phase-macromodels, the SPICE-level simulations of these coupled oscillators reliably return optimal solutions for this size-8 MAX-CUT problem. We have also implemented these 8 coupled LC oscillators on a breadboard; a photo of it is shown in Figure 8 . The inductance of the LC oscillators is provided by fixed inductors of size 33µH. The capacitance is provided by trimmer capacitors with a maximum value of 50pF; we have tuned them to around 30pF such that the natural frequencies of all oscillators are about 5MHz. The nonlinearity for sustaining the LC oscillation is implemented by cross-coupled CMOS inverters on TI SN74HC04N chips. SYNC is supplied through the GND pins of these chips. The results have been observed using two four-channel oscilloscopes; a screenshot of one of them is shown in Figure 8 . Through experiments with various sets of edge weights, we have validated that this is indeed a proof-ofconcept hardware implementation of oscillator-based Ising machines for size-8 cubic-graph MAX-CUT problems. Using the same type of oscillators, we have built hardware Ising machines of larger sizes. Figure 9 shows a size-32 example implementing a type of connectivity known as the Chimera graph, much like the quantum Ising machines manufactured by D-Wave Systems. In this graph, oscillators are organised into groups of 8, with denser connections within the groups and sparse ones in between. The hardware is on perfboards, with components soldered on the boards so that the setup is more permanent than those on breadboards. Connections are implemented using rotary potentiometers. Next to each potentiometer we have designed male pin connectors soldered on the board such that the polarity of each connection can be controlled by shorting different pins using female jumper caps.
When encoding Ising problems, we have also colour-coded the jumper caps to make debugging easier, as can be seen in the photo as red and green dots next to the four arrays of white round potentiometers. To read the phases of the oscillators, instead of using multichannel oscilloscopes, we have soldered TI SN74HC86N Exclusive-OR (XOR) gate chips on board. The XOR operation of an oscillator's response and a reference signal converts the oscillating waveform into a high or low voltage level, indicating if the oscillator's phase is aligned with or opposite to the reference phase. The voltage level can then be picked up by a multichannel logic analyzer. The entire setup is powered by two Digilent Analog Discovery 2 devices, which are portable USB devices that integrate power supplies, logic analyzers and function generators. We have tried random Ising problems by programming each connection with a random polarity using the jumper caps. A typical histogram of the Ising Hamiltonians achieved is shown in Figure 9 (c). Note that because J i j s have random polarities, a random solution would have an average energy level of zero. In comparison, the results measured from the hardware are always below 0, and sometimes achieve the global minimum. While such a hand-soldered system is nontrivial to assemble and operate, and its size of 32 cannot be characterised as large scale, it is a useful proof of concept for implementing oscillator-based Ising machines using standard CMOS technologies, and serves as a very solid basis for our future plans to scale the implementations with custom PCBs and custom ICs.
MAX-CUT Benchmark Problems
In this section, we demonstrate the efficacy of oscillator-based Ising machines for solving largerscale MAX-CUT problems. Specifically, we have run simulations on all the problems in a widely used set of MAX-CUT benchmarks known as the G-set [36] . 7 Problem sizes range from 800 to 3000. 8 In the experiments, we operated the Ising machine for all the problems with a single annealing schedule, i.e., we did not tune our Ising machine parameters individually for different problems. Each problem was simulated with 200 random instances. In Table 1 , we list the results and runtime alongside those from several heuristic algorithms developed for MAX-CUT -Scatter Search (SS) [37] , CirCut [38] , and Variable Neighbourhood Search with Path Relinking (VNSPR) [12] . 9 We also list the performances of simulated annealing from a recent study [35] , the only one we were able to find that contains results for all the G-set problems. From Table 1 , we observe that our oscillator-based Ising machine is indeed effective -it finds bestknown cut values for 38 out of the 54 problems, 17 of which are even better than those reported in the above literature. Moreover, in the 200 random instances, the best cut is often reached more than once -the average n max for all benchmarks is 20 out of 200. If we relax the objective and look at the number of instances where 99.9% of the cut value is reached, represented by n 0.999 , the average is 56, more than a quarter of the total trials. The results can in fact be improved further if we tailor the annealing schedule for each problem. But to show the effectiveness and generality of our scheme, we have chosen to use the same annealing schedule for all the problems. In the annealing schedule we used, the coupling strength K increases linearly, the noise level K n steps up from 0 to 1, while SYNC's amplitude K s ramps up and down multiple times. Such a schedule was chosen empirically and appears to work well for most G-set problems. Figure 10 shows the behaviour of oscillator phases and the instantaneous cut values under this schedule for solving benchmark problem G1 to its best-known cut size. Some MATLAB R code to illustrate the annealing schedule is shown in Appendix D. The code uses MATLAB R 's SDE solver and is thus much slower than an implementation in C++ we used to generate the results in Table 1 . We plan to release all our code as open-source software in the summer of 2019 so that others can verify and build on our work. The fact that we were using a fixed schedule also indicates that the actual hardware time for the Ising machine to solve all these benchmarks is the same, regardless of problem size and connectivity. Note that in Figure 10 , the end time 20 means 20 oscillation cycles, but this end time is predicated on a coupling strength of K ∼ 1. The actual value of K for each oscillator depends on the PPV function as well as the amplitude of perturbation from other oscillators, as we show in the derivation of Gen-Adler in Appendix A. As an example, for the LC oscillators we use in Sec. 4.1 with 100k resistive coupling, K ≈ 0.02. This indicates that it takes less than 100 cycles for the oscillators to synchronise in phase, which is consistent with measurements. For such a coupled LC oscillator network, a hardware time of 20 in Figure 10 represents approximately 2000 cycles of oscillation; for 5MHz oscillators that takes 0.4ms. If we use GHz nano-oscillators, the computation time can be well within a microsecond. In comparison, the runtime of the several heuristic algorithms listed in Table 1 , even with faster CPUs and parallel implementations in the future, is unlikely to ever drop to this range. As the hardware time is fixed, the runtime we report in Table 1 for our Ising machines is the time for simulating the SDEs of coupled oscillators on CPUs. While we list runtime results for each algorithm in Table 1 , note that they come from different sources and are measured on different platforms. Results for SS, CirCut and VNSPR were obtained from Dual Intel Xeon at 3.06GHz with 3.2GB of RAM; SA was run on Intel Xeon E3-1245v2 at 3.4GHz with 32GB of RAM [35] . To make the results generally comparable, we ran our simulations on a modest personal desktop with Intel Xeon E5-1603v3 at 2.8GHz with 16GB of RAM. Even so, it came as a nice surprise to us that even by simulating SDEs we were able to solve the benchmarks efficiently. Another notable feature of our method is that unlike other algorithms, SDE simulation does not know about the Ising Hamiltonian or cut value -it never needs to evaluate the energy function or relative energy changes, which are implicit in the dynamics of differential equations, yet it proves effective and fast. We also ran more computational experiments on the G-set benchmarks in order to study the mechanism of oscillator-based Ising machines. We created several variants of the Ising machine used Table 1 .
above by removing different components in its operation. For each variant, we re-ran 200 random instances for each of the 54 benchmarks, generating 10800 cut values. In Figure 11 , we compare the quality of these cut values with results from the unaltered Ising machine by plotting histograms of the distances of the cut values to their respective maxima. In the first variant, we removed noise from the model by setting K n ≡ 0. The solutions become considerably worse, confirming that noise helps the coupled oscillator system settle to lower energy states.
In the next variant, we removed SYNC by setting K s ≡ 0. Without SYNC, the system becomes a simple coupled oscillator system with phases that take a continuum of values, as discussed in Sec. 3.2. The settled analog values of the phases that were then thresholded to 0 or π to correspond to Ising spins. As shown in Figure 11 , the results become significantly worse; indeed, none of the best-known results were reached. This indicates that the SYNC signal and the mechanism of SHIL we introduce to the coupled oscillator networks are indeed essential for them to operate as Ising machines. Our baseline Ising machine actually uses a smoothed square function tanh(sin(.)) for the coupling, as opposed to the sin(.) used in the original Kuramoto model, as shown in the code in Appendix D. This changes the cos(.) term in the energy function (10) to a triangle function. Such a change appears to give better results than the original, as shown in Figure 11 (c). The change requires designing oscillators with special PPV shapes and waveforms such that their cross-correlation is a square wave, which is not difficult in practice based on our derivation in Appendix A. As an example, rotary traveling wave oscillators naturally have square PPVs. Ring oscillators can also be designed with various PPVs and waveforms by sizing each stage individually. We cannot say definitively that the square function we have used is optimal for Ising solution performance, but the significant improvement over sinusoidal coupling functions indicates that a fruitful direction for further exploration may be to look beyond the original Kuramoto model for oscillator-based computing. The last variant we report here added variability to the natural frequencies of the oscillators, as in (18) . We assigned Gaussian random variables to ω i s with ω * as the mean, and 0.01 (1%) and 0.05 (5%), respectively, as the standard deviations for two separate runs. From Figure 11 (d), we observe that even with such non-trivial spread in the natural frequencies of oscillators, the performance is affected very little. Finally, we conducted a preliminary study of the scaling of the time taken by the Ising machine to reach good solutions as problem sizes increase. As the G-set benchmarks have only a few sizes (800, 1000, 2000 and 3000), we used the program (named rudy) that generated them to create more problems of various sizes. All generated problems used random graphs with 10% connectivity and ±1 coupling coefficients. We simulated all of them, each for 200 instances, with fixed parameters K = 1, K s = 0.1, K n = 0.01, and show all their Ising Hamiltonians over time in Figure 12 . Much to our surprise, the speed in which the values settle appears almost constant, regardless of the problem size. While this does not necessarily mean they all converge to the global optima within the same time, this preliminary study is encouraging as it confirms the massively parallel nature of the system. For larger Ising problems, our Ising machine only needs to scale linearly in hardware size with the number of spins, but does not necessarily require much more time to reach a solution.
A Graph Colouring Example
As mentioned in Sec. 2, many problems other than MAX-CUT can be mapped to the Ising model [11] and solved by an oscillator-based Ising machine. Here we show an example of a graph colouring problem -assigning four colours to the 51 states (including a federal district) of America such that no two adjacent states have the same colour. Each state is represented as a vertex in the graph. When two states are adjacent, there is an edge in the graph that connects the corresponding vertices. For every vertex i, we assign four spins -s iR , s iG , s iB and s iY to represent its colouring scheme; when only one of them is +1, the vertex is successfully coloured as either red, green, blue or yellow. Then we write an energy function H associated with these 4 × 51 = 204 spins as follows: (25) where n = 51 is the number of vertices, E represents the edge set, n E is the number of edges and in this case equal to 220. 10 The first term of H is a sum of squares never less than zero; it reaches zero only when {s iR , s iG , s iB , s iY } contains three −1s and one +1 for every i, i.e., each state has a unique colour. The latter term is also a sum that is always greater than or equal to zero, as each spin can only take a value in {−1, + 1}; it is zero when s iX = s jX = +1 never occurs for any edge connecting i and j, and for any colour X ∈ {R, G, B, Y }, i.e., adjacent states do not share the same colour. Therefore, when H reaches its minimum value 0, the spin configuration represents a valid colouring schemefollowing the indices of the +1 spins {i, X | s iX = +1}, we can then assign colour X to state i. Note that when expanding the sum of squares in (25), we can use the fact s 2 iX ≡ 1 to eliminate the square terms. This means H contains only products of two spins -modelled by J i j s, and self terms -modelled by h i . These Ising coefficients can then be used to determine the couplings in an oscillator-based Ising machine. We simulated these 204 coupled oscillators and show the results in Figure 13 . In the simulation, we kept K and K n constant while ramping K s up and down 5 times. We found the Ising machine to be effective with this schedule as it could colour the map successfully in more than 50% of the random trials and return many different valid colouring schemes.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a novel scheme for implementing Ising machines using selfsustaining nonlinear oscillators. We have shown how coupled oscillators naturally minimise an "energy" represented by their global Lyapunov function, and how introducing the mechanism of subharmonic injection locking modifies this function to encode the Ising Hamiltonian for minimisation. The validity and feasibility of the scheme have been examined via multiple levels of simulation and proof-of-concept hardware implementations. Simulations run on larger-scale benchmark problems have also shown promising results in both speed and the quality of solutions. We believe that our scheme constitutes an important and practical means for the implementation of scalable Ising machines.
Bibliography perturbation respectively, and are thus both π-periodic. We can define b s (t) = b (2) 
is (2t). Furthermore, we define
Then (43) can be approximated well with
We can then write the global Lyapunov function as
where C i j (t), D i (t) and S i (t) are defined as follows.
(52) where C 0i j , D 0i and S 0i are arbitrary constants. The generalised Kuramoto model we use in Sec. 3 is just a special case for the phase macromodel we present in this appendix for coupled oscillators. When we need C i j to be − cos(.) functions, we choose c i j to be sin(.) and use the PPV of harmonic oscillators. In fact, based on the theory we develop in this section, we have all the flexibility to change the shape of periodic functions C i j and D i . Oscillators can be designed or tweaked to yield the desired energy function.
where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the thermodynamic temperature of the system. While k and T are concepts specific to statistical mechanics, in this context the product kT corresponds to the noise level K n . Given two spin configurations s 1 and s 2 , the ratio between their probabilities is known as the Boltzmann factor:
According to the energy function (17) associated with oscillator-based Ising machines, the energy difference that determines this factor is proportional to the coupling strength.
(57) If s 1 is the higher energy state, i.e., E 1 > E 2 , as the coupling strength K increases, it becomes less and less likely for the system to stay at s 1 . The system prefers the lowest energy state in the presence of noise.
Appendix C. Proof for the global Lyapunov function of oscillator-based Ising machines
Our starting point is the Gen-Adler equation under 2-SHIL (which we have derived elsewhere):
where N is the number of coupled oscillators in the system, ω 0l is the natural frequency of the l th oscillator, φ l (t) is the phase of the l th oscillator, ω s ≃ 2ω 0l is the frequency of the SYNC signal, z s (·) is the 2π-periodic Adlerized function for the SYNC input to each oscillator, J lk is the symmetric coupling between the l th and k th oscillators, and z(·) is the 2π-periodic Adlerized function for the coupling inputs to each oscillator. We assume that every oscillator in the coupled system is sub-harmonically locked to the frequency 
and
where K and K s are arbitrary constants.
constitutes a Lyapunov function for (58), i.e., dL φ 1 (t), · · · , φ N (t) dt ≤ 0 ∀t.
Proof: Using the chain rule of differentiation, we have
Consider ∂ L ∂ φ l . Using (62), we have
We consider the three terms A, B and C in (65) separately, starting with C. 
Turning to B, we have
[2δ il z s (2φ i ) + 2δ kl z s (2φ k )] (using (61))
Finally, for A, we have
Using (70), (69) and (68) dφ l (t) dt (using (58)).
Using (71), (64) becomes
Thus, Theorem 1 stands proved. 
